Eagle Creek Introduces Fully Outfitted Pack-It™ Gear Kits for Fall 2017

Making it easier than ever to get equipped for your upcoming adventure

San Diego, Ca. (October 17, 2017) – Combining the popularity of Eagle Creek bags with the undeniable organization and convenience of Pack-It™, Eagle Creek now offers a selection of curated Gear Kits, matching five of their best-selling suitcases with the perfectly fitting Pack-It so travelers can get out the door faster and more easily.

Starting with five unique sets, the new Eagle Creek Gear Kits make it easy to pack efficiently and quickly with the right mix of Pack-It to fit snugly into each bag.

The Ultimate Adventure Gear Kit features a cavernous Gear Warrior 32 partnered with new Pack-It Specter Tech™, to fit all the necessary clothes and gear. The Excursion Gear Kit couples the trunk-sized Expanse Drop Bottom Duffel 32 and Pack-It Specter™ for an action-packed getaway. The Expanse Convertible Gear Kit pairs the international carry-on sized, wheels-or-backpack morphing travel bag for globetrotting wanderers, and mixes it with Pack-It Original™ for tried-and-true organization and space savings. The Weekend Warrior Gear Kit blends the best-selling Tarmac Carry-On with best-selling Pack-It Specter™ for fast organization wrapped in responsible choices and go-anywhere style. And then there’s and the mother-of-all-gear-kits, the Family Travel Gear Kit, which includes two giant Expanse bags and all the color coordinated Pack-It Specter needed to fill them up for road-ready fun.

The new Eagle Creek Gear Kits are available now on eaglecreek.com.

**Ultimate Adventure Gear Kit**

*Designed to take the guesswork out of packing for longer outdoorsy trips.*

**Ultimate Adventure Gear Kit** (EC0A3VAY) MSRP $409.00

Includes:

- Gear Warrior 32
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Clean/Dirty Cube Medium
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Compression Cube Set S/M
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Structured Cube M
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Quick Trip
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Shoe Cube
- Pack-It Specter Tech™ Cube S

Features:

- Designed as a curated gear kit so all Pack-It™ pieces fit effortlessly inside
- Gear Warrior 32 travel bag features
  - Seamless composite construction Exo-Skeleton encases the bag for extra protection.
  - Hypalon-reinforced corners to protect from bag drops and drags
  - Multiple hand grips for easy handling while on the go
Treaded oversized wheels for maneuverability over any terrain
Gear Warrior 32 is covered by the No Matter What™ Warranty
• Pack-It™ items organize and compress clothing and gear; covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty

**Excursion Gear Kit**
Perfect for any cross-country trip, this travel kit will cleverly pack you and your friend up in one bag for lengthy excursions.

**Excursion Gear Kit (EC0A3VB2) MSRP $369.00**
Includes:
• *Expanse Drop Bottom Wheeled Duffel 32*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Clean Dirty Cube M*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Compression Cube Set S/M*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Cube Set XS/S/M*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Garment Folder Medium*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Quick Trip*
• *Pack-It Specter™ Shoe Sac*

Features:
• Expertly packed out to fit the dimensions of the Drop Bottomed Wheeled Duffel 32
• *Expanse™ Drop Bottom Wheeled Duffel 32* features:
  o Split frame opening with one huge compartment that can be divided into two with zip-away middle divider
  o Zippered end pockets to stash muddy shoes or gear with large U-shaped opening for top access
  o *Bi-Tech™ Armor Lite* reinforcement for heavy-duty protection against scrapes and discoloration
  o #10 lockable zippers with Central Lock Point and Secure Zip™ Toggles for added security
  o *Expanse™ Drop Bottom Wheeled Duffel 32* is covered by the No Matter What™ Warranty
• Pack-It™ items organize and compress clothing and gear; covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty

**Expanse Convertible Gear Kit**
From conference room to the trailhead, this travel kit works hard to get you from A to B and back again.

**Expanse Convertible Gear Kit (EC0A3VB1) MSRP $229.00**
Includes:
• *Expanse™ Convertible International Carry-On,*
• *Pack-It Original™ Cube S*
• *Pack-It Original™ Garment Folder M*
• *Pack-It Original™ Shoe Sac*
• *Pack-It Original™ Wallaby*

Features:
• *Expanse™ Convertible International Carry-on features:*
- Backpack straps with safety whistle deploy out of back panel when necessary for that quick dash to the train or while tromping over rocky terrain
- Sized for international travel
- Fabric designed to withstand scuffs and stains
- Internal organizational pocket protects valuables while providing easy access
- Expanse™ Convertible International Carry-On is covered by our No Matter What™ Warranty

- Pack-It™ items organize and compress clothing and gear; covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty

**Weekend Warrior Gear Kit**

*This gear kit refuses to let you over pack, while ensuring maximum organization for minimal time wasted on finding clothing.*

**Weekend Warrior Gear Kit** (EC0A3VAZ) MSRP $369.00

*Includes:*

- Tarmac Carry-On
- Pack-It Specter™ Clean Dirty Cube M
- Pack-It Specter™ Cube XS
- Pack-It Specter™ Garment Folder M
- Pack-It Specter™ Quick Trip
- Pack-It Specter™ Show Sac
- Pack-It Specter™ Slim Cube S

*Features:*

- Avoid overpacking with the included Pack-It™ items, fitting everything easily into one carry-on bag
- Tarmac Carry-On features
  - Maximum size carry-on bag
  - Additional packing space (and compression) provided by the expansion zipper
  - Organizational compartments for laptop and electronics
  - Coat Keeper™ secures jacket top the top of the bag
  - Puncture-resistant #10 lockable zippers with Central Lock Point
  - Tarmac Carry-On is covered by the No Matter What™ Warranty
- Pack-It™ items organize and compress clothing and gear; covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty

**Family Travel Gear Kit**

*The Mother of all gear kits. Color coded, rolling-optimized and super charged for supreme organization, this Gear Kit is designed to get the travel crew prepared for any adventure.*

**Family Travel Gear Kit** (EC0A3VB3) MSRP $539.00

*Includes:*

- Expanse™ AWD 30
- Expanse™ Hauler
- 2 Pack-It Specter™ Cube Sets XS/S/M
- 2 Pack-It Specter™ Garment Folders M
- Pack-It Specter™ Multi-Shoe Cube
- Pack-It Specter™ On Board
• **Pack-It Specter™ Clean Dirty Cube Medium**

Features:

• Curated Pack-It™ items included are designed to fit inside the Expanse AWD 30 and the carry-on size Expanse Hauler perfectly

• Features of the Expanse™ AWD 30:
  o Four wheels for easy maneuverability of this very large check in-bag
  o Ample packing space provided with 109 Liters capacity
  o Exterior material manufactured to endure wear without any signs
  o Expansion zipper offers extra space for when you need to pack more items than usual
  o #10 self-repairing lockable zippers with Central Lock Point

• Features of Expanse™ Hauler
  o Ability to be carried over the shoulder, as a backpack or as a duffel
  o Front pocket offers easy access and organization for smaller items and electronics
  o 17” laptop compartment
  o Central Lock Point with Secure Zip™ Toggles provides a high level of security
  o Expanse™ AWD 30 and Expanse™ Hauler are covered by the No Matter What™ Warranty

• Pack-It™ items organize and compress clothing and gear; covered by Eagle Creek’s Lifetime Warranty

ABOUT EAGLE CREEK
An invitation outside informs all Eagle Creek product designs, innovations and services. From versatile organizers that make travelling seamless to our durable duffels that keep the journey going, our gear and accessories make exploring the unknown possible, effortless and enriching. Eagle Creek. Find your unknown. eaglecreek.com
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